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5 Seconds Of Summer - Haze

                            tom:
                G
Intro: G  D

[Primeira Parte]

G                            Bm
 I put on a suit, I put on a tie
G                                Bm
 And if I'm with you, I'll never die
                    G                           Bm
Beautiful moment in time that comes and floats away
                   G                       Bm
And when I open my eyes, I hope I see your face

[Refrão]

                 G
Got me feeling alright when the feeling's long gone
                 D
Got me feeling uptight every moment you're gone
                    G
Gotta piece of your mind and gonna hold on
                 Bm
It's a hell of a ride (Loving you)
                 G
Got me feeling alright when the feeling's all gone
                 D
Got me feeling uptight every moment you're gone
                    G
Got a piece of your mind and gonna hold on
                 Bm
It's a hell of a ride (Loving you)

( G  D  G  Bm )

[Segunda Parte]

G                                                         Bm
 Wh?n I moved to California, When i lived between the bars
                                              G
Wh?n I didn't even know ya, when I was giving up
                                            Bm
Ventura was a ghost town, the city broke my heart, heart
G
I watched the weeks fly by, I'm not myself when you're not
there
Bm
Don't matter how long, I still care
G
 And when you pick me up, no, I don't have to play pretend
Bm

  And I am human once again

[Refrão]

                 G
Got me feeling alright when the feeling's long gone
                 D
Got me feeling uptight every moment you're gone
                    G
Gotta piece of your mind and gonna hold on
                 Bm
It's a hell of a ride (Loving you)
                 G
Got me feeling alright when the feeling's all gone
                 D
Got me feeling uptight every moment you're gone
                    G
Got a piece of your mind and gonna hold on
                 Bm
It's a hell of a ride (Loving you)

( G  D  G  Bm )
( G  Am )

[Ponte]
                     G                           Am
That was a moment in time that comes and floats away
                   G                        Am
And when I open my eyes, I hope to see your face

[Refrão]

                 G
Got me feeling alright when the feeling's long gone
                 D
Got me feeling uptight every moment you're gone
                    G
Gotta piece of your mind and gonna hold on
                 Bm
It's a hell of a ride (Loving you)
                 G
Got me feeling alright when the feeling's all gone
                 D
Got me feeling uptight every moment you're gone
                    G
Got a piece of your mind and gonna hold on
                 Bm
It's a hell of a ride (Loving you)

[Final] G  Bm
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